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Instagram is not only a great platform to be inspired by food, fashion and travel. You can also get in touch with

publishes blog posts on

incredibly exciting people.

lifestyle topics.

Imagine meeting a personality at a party that you didn't know before. What do you spontaneously talk to her
about? We are starting a new series here, in which we ask the interviewees not only for three answers, but also
three questions. And they usually don't know to whom their questions will be asked next.

Christa Rigozzi
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Christa Riggozzi became a celebrity overnight with her Miss Switzerland 2006 election, and since then she
has had a steep and varied career as a presenter, brand ambassador and in!uencer. She was nominated by
Frank Bodin. Here are her answers to his questions, which she comments as follows with a smile: "Exciting
and not easy questions from Frank... I know him, he is always unique!"
Why do Adam and Eve have a navel?
Because they are human beings and exactly the same, gender does not matter, there was no discrimination
between men and women back then, both are equal :-)
Why do you push the buttons on the remote control more !rmly when the batteries seem to be empty?
If you push "rmly, you have the feeling of power, everything will be "ne again and you don't have to change
batteries. Man is stronger than technology...
If everything is made out of atoms, what are dreams made of?
Dreams are made of emotions and inner wishes. But sometimes they can also be atomic.
And here are Christas questions:
1. Was the hen or the egg born "rst?
2. how many times do you plug in a USB plug incorrectly before you get annoyed?
3. Can I live happily without wondering if I am happy?
She has also nominated someone. We will tell you soon who it is.

Noëlla Coursaris Musunka

In 2007, Noëlla founded Malaika, a nonpro"t that impacts thousands of lives in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC) through enhanced access to education and health programs. Noëlla?
Noëlla Coursaris Musunka is an international model and philanthropist of Congolese/Cypriot heritage, an
Ambassador for The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis & Malaria, and a voice for the power of girls’
education worldwide. Noëlla has shared her insight at a number of world-class forums, spanning the World
Economic Forum in Davos to the university halls of Cambridge, Oxford, Harvard and MIT and the o#ces of
UNICEF. In 2017, she was named one of the BBC’s 100 Most In!uential & Inspirational Women of the Year.
Marine proposed to forward the questions she got from Peter straightaway and nominated Noëlla at the
same time. Here are her answers and new questions below! She also nominated one person, but we will tell you
who next time.
What drives you to do what you do?
The people I work with at Malaika in the Democratic Republic of Congo are so incredibly driven and amazing, but
they come from such di#cult circumstances. Changing the life of individual students and an entire village with
our school, community center, nutrition program and 20 wells makes a world of di$erence for a better future,
and that motivates me to do everything in my power to provide them with more opportunities.
What was the worst mistake you’ve ever made?
I try to look forward and "nd the positive, instead of focusing on mistakes, but it has been hard every time I’ve
had to say ‘no’ or turn down a person or project.
If you knew you were going to die tomorrow morning, what would you do tonight?
I would spend the time with my two children and husband, simply loving being together, and I would send a
message to everyone at Malaika to tell them how very proud I am of each and every one of them.
Here are Noëllas questions:
1. What moment in your life was key in guiding you to your current position?
2. What simple advice would you give to someone young?
3. What brings you inspiration?

Frank Bodin

Meet Frank. Frank Bodin is one of the most renowned advertisers in Switzerland. He studied piano at the
conservatory and law at the University of Zurich. He has received numerous awards from all major competitions
worldwide, was Advertiser of the Year and is Twitter Ambassador Switzerland. His latest book “Do it, with
love – 100 Creative Essentials” is a bestseller in its seventh edition.
Frank got the questions from Marine that were originally formulated by Peter.
What drives you to do what you do?
passiON
What was the worst mistake you’ve ever made?
A mistake: The fear of making a mistake.
If you knew you were going to die tomorrow morning, what would you do tonight?
Sharing time with my children.
Here are his questions for hopefully inspiring answers:
1. Why do Adam and Eve have a navel?
2. Why do you push the buttons on the remote control more "rmly when the batteries seem to be empty?
3. If everything is made out of atoms, what are dreams made of?
(Frank has also suggested a few nominations. We will stay tuned ;)

Marine Tanguy

It's Marine's turn now. Marine Tanguy managed her "rst gallery at age 21 and opened her "rst art gallery in
Los Angeles at age 23. After seeing the restrictiveness of the traditional gallery model, Marine launched MTArt
Agency in 2015. MTArt is the "rst talent agency for visual artists worldwide. Marine was awarded Forbes 2018 30
under 30 Europe: Art & Culture and UK entrepreneur of the year for the 2019 NatWest Everywoman Awards.
Marine answers Peter's questions. You can "nd his section below.
What drives you to do what you do?
I love to work with the most inspiring artists. It’s such a joy to see their art enhancing the life of our community,
clients and partners.
What was the worst mistake you’ve ever made?
I make mistakes all the time. We innovate daily with our business so mistakes are a part of it. I would say that I
am much better at handling the consequences of my own mistakes and moving forward positively.
If you knew you were going to die tomorrow morning, what would you do tonight?
Invite all my loved ones over, I would have a last dinner surrounded by art and laughter.
Marine chose to pick the same three questions that Peter sent us:
1. What drives you to do what you do?
2. What was the worst mistake you’ve ever made?
3. If you knew you were going to die tomorrow morning, what would you do tonight?

Peter Cincotti

We're starting this adventure with Peter Cincotti, best known for his mega hit "Goodbye Philadelphia".
88 keys, a bench and a mic. Give those things to Peter and he can take you anywhere.
We get the impression that your Italian roots become more important to you lately. True?
Well they have always been important to me. But in recent years, I have had more and more opportunities to
perform in Italy and visit many beautiful places within the country. So Italy has continued to in!uence me as a
person and as a songwriter.
Your career started when you were still so young. How did you evolve personally and as a musician?
Music has been a part of me ever since I can remember. So how I evolve as a person goes hand and hand with
how I evolve as a musician and writer. Life and music are kind of inseparable in that way, and as I learn and
change as person, so does the music I make. Hence my latest album being quite di$erent than my "rst album,
because I am quite di$erent now than I was at 18.
What in life are you most proud of?
I am most proud to have the family and friends that I have. Without them, little else would have been possible.
From a musical standpoint, I am most proud of being true to myself artistically and I feel lucky to have a fan base
(for the most part) that supports my musical expansion and creative evolution.
I am very proud of that.
And here are Peter's questions. You're already curious who we'll ask his questions to? Come back soon and "nd
out!
1. What drives you to do what you do?
2. What was the worst mistake you’ve ever made?
3. If you knew you were going to die tomorrow morning, what would you do tonight?
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